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ABSTRACT
This article describes the potential of categorizing technologies in development of job-oriented communicative competence. The authors introduce a new lingvo-didactic concept of methodological compression and explain its essence as applied to foreign language training of future engineers. The training is implemented within the framework of competence, communicative and cognitive approaches. It works as an efficient way of training intensification achieved through compilation of several methods, techniques and forms of activity while employing various sensory channels. To optimize the structure and content of foreign language training in technical universities the following forms of work are proposed to be incorporated: method of lexicogrammatical mapping, system and structure algorithms, efficient didactic supports and charts. The study showed that methodological compression ensures methodologically competent individualization of knowledge, flexibility of learning process adaptation to cognitive features of engineering students, increased efficiency of development of professional foreign language competence resulting not only in the body of foreign language knowledge, abilities and skills, but also in a set of system and structure algorithms of actions which constitute a certain component in the communicative competence of engineering students.

1. Introduction
The development of higher education updates the search for new approaches to the organization of job-oriented training process including foreign language training. The concept of cognitive and systematizing development in foreign language training involves the consideration of cognitive, activity-oriented and communicative aspects of learners’ speech from the point of view of systematizing technologies based on methodological compression. These technologies are based on the search for alternative models of educational systems, development of complex and concise systematizing and summarizing methodological modules viewed in the context of continuous efficient development of learners’ cognitive potential including the paradigm of job-oriented foreign language training.
The current study stemmed from the ongoing contradictions between the needs of modern higher education for cognitive development of learners capable of independent foreign language communication and the lack of theoretical and technological foundation of the concept which provides a solid framework for such development during job-oriented foreign language education at university.

In this respect, it is relevant to develop theoretical lingvo-didactic basic guidelines in order to intensify the process of foreign language training of engineering students. These guidelines could include innovation technologies and methods of material presentation to increase efficiency of foreign language knowledge acquisition and development of communication skills within a limited time allocated by the curriculum for the discipline “Foreign Language” in a non-linguistic university through maximum utilization of learners’ abilities.

Currently, the solution for this problem is being searched in widely different directions. The most promising directions are those addressing the problem in a consistent manner, based on a sound methodological basis with its own specific principles. In this context the following principles are the most important – the principle of active and meaningful language acquisition as a means of self-development, self-education and collaboration; consideration of the use of graphic means of cognitive visualization, general logical methods of learning and algorithms, effective cognitive and communicative supports; attention to students’ individual typological characteristics, etc. (Bgantseva, 2018).

2. Literature Review

The main aim of cognitive education based on the ability to analyze conditions and find a generalized way of interaction with foreign language material is to develop a comprehensive range of mental capabilities and strategies making possible the process of learning and adapting to new communication situations. In the circumstances of such cognitive proficiency, more emphasis is put not on absorbing information but on understanding the internal relations of linguistic concepts and speech constructs under study. In addition, learners are encouraged to interactive research thinking and their mental activity concentration is increased. Under such an approach to teaching conscious and informed discussion involves challenging cognitive work, contributes to the highly effective improvement of mental activity.

One of the ways to ensure a learner-centered approach in professional training is a search for those teaching technologies which would assist individual’s self-realization and lead to development of educational products relevant to subjects and fields of study (Baryshova, 2009). In this case the student is the subject of his or her own education and has an opportunity to plan his or her individual learning trajectory, set educational goals, select the content and forms of education, that is, to participate in designing his or her own education. Learning becomes meaningful learning activity only if it is in line with certain characteristics, students aren’t focused on the assimilation of the content of training as much as they are focused on exploring the methods of learning activity, on developing their cognitive activity and independence.

Thus, the experience of working in a technical university gained over a long period of time has shown that communicative competence of engineering students is likely to develop more effectively if the following methods are integrated in the structure and contents of the foreign language learning process: method of lexicogrammatical mapping, system and structure algorithms, efficient didactic supports and diagrams. In this case, there should be a systematic monitoring of the level of the main communication skills developed within the framework of methodological compression (Bgantseva, 2012; Brushlinskij, 1983; Buran & Filyukov, 2015; Khromov et al., 2015; Kunin, 1980).

In response to a perceived need for practical application of the suggested methodological tools it was
necessary to introduce and methodologically justify a new means and concept providing the basis for cognitive development during the job-oriented foreign language university training. This new concept is methodological compression, i.e. an innovative means to introduce and practice learning material which is professionally relevant to engineering students in order to, eventually, use it effectively in communication.

3. Method

This article describes the developed theoretical framework, methods and ways of presenting foreign language material in order to increase the efficiency of its learning within a limited period of time while maximizing cognitive abilities of learners. The main methods are as follows: the method of theoretical analysis of approaches to language and speech learning existing in lingvo-didactics; the method of monitoring receptive and productive speech activity of engineering students in order to identify specifics of speech and language learning; methods of systematization and classification of teaching material while developing typologies of tasks and exercises based on lexico-grammatical cards, algorithms and supports.

4. Results

4.1. Paradigm of methodological compression

We define methodological compression as a means of intensified training achieved by introducing active foreign language material in a concentrated, yet optimal for meaningful understanding, way. Furthermore, such intensified training is realized through lexico-grammatical mapping, visually summarizing algorithms and charts, efficient supports as well as through compilation of these methods, techniques, forms of activities and sensory channels (visual, auditory, kinesthetic). Individual personality types are certain to be taken into consideration within a particular time or didactic period (lexico-grammatical section, subject, module) (Bgentseva, 2018).

In this case, foreign language material is methodologically compressed both in terms of content (method of lexico-grammatical mapping, efficient algorithms and charts) and strategy (compilation of methods, techniques, forms of activities, activation of several sensory channels at the same time).

The technique of compression impact on selected components of foreign language communication training is often used in language education. For instance, teaching text compression helps to develop foreign language writing skills (Kunin, 1980; Rogova, 1991; Dronova, 2013).

The concept introduced in this study is based on the idea that methodological compression is a means of complete impact on the process of foreign language teaching and has some features of a teaching tool. It is realized in accordance with didactic principles and, eventually, is aimed at achieving the didactic goal – enhancing foreign language communication skills. It should be noted that methodological compression can be classified into definite types, for example, according to the degree of compression impact and the object of this impact.

It is also essential that personality types of learners should be taken into consideration because constitutional-psychotypological characteristics of a person define the psychic and behavioral structure of a personality which, in turn, determines how well adaptation, compensatory and motivation mechanisms work in terms of foreign language learning efficiency (Dobrynina, 2004). This is the foundation of the learner-centered approach and genuine individualization of the learning process (Zajtsev, 2013; Sattarova, 2014; Soprantsova, 2013).

Thus, methodologically appropriate individualization of tasks, selection of cognitive strategies taking into
account psychotypological differences of learners within the framework of learning process simulation based on methodological compression will allow to differentiate exercises in a better way.

Moreover, methodological compression will ensure more flexible adaptation of the learning process to the specifics of development of engineering students’ communicative competence. This factor relates to cognitive characteristics of engineering students and the specifics of their cognitive style.

The cognitive style of technical specialists is thought to depend on the dominance of the left hemisphere (Nagornova, 2012), which is responsible for speech. This cognitive style, also named “linguistic”, includes certain stylistic parameters: poly-independence, reflectivity, flexibility of gnostic control, high cognitive complexity, etc. Research data in the field of cognitive technologies in education (Dobrynina, 2004; Nagornova, 2012, etc) as well as the authors’ extensive experience of teaching at a technical university and observation of a foreign language learning of engineering students confirm the assumption of the prevalence of such a cognitive style among engineering students.

The high level of engineering students’ logical operations as well as their other cognitive skills allow to outline the optimal boundaries of the methodological compression by applying system and structure algorithms of actions which constitute one or another component of communicative competence perception and realize in practice willingness and capability to implement communicative partnership and introduce an individually directed model of education.

The process of foreign language knowledge acquisition, which represents the result of learners’ active mental activity directed by the teacher, has several stages (Andreeva & Yanoushek, 1982). The first stage is object perception which is connected with distinguishing this object against the background and identifying its essential characteristics. This perception stage is replaced by the stage of comprehension characterized by detecting the most crucial internal and external subjective connections and relations. The next stage of knowledge creation involves the process of memorizing the identified characteristics and connections by means of multiple perception and fixation. Then the process proceeds to the stage of active reproduction by the learner of perceived and acquired essential characteristics and connections. The process of knowledge acquisition concludes the stage of its transformation and is connected with either incorporation of the acquired knowledge into the structure of the previous experience or with application of this knowledge as a means of constructing or identifying some new knowledge.

Hence, it is in a technical university that the use of lingvo-didactic technologies based on methodological compression in the process of foreign language learning is most effective.

4.2. Teaching methods in the paradigm of methodological compression

A teaching method is a means of teaching work where the teacher decides on the types of learning and cognitive activity of learners in order to achieve various didactic objectives aimed at handling training material (Kharlamov, 2003: 103).

Pedagogic experts have developed a reliable classification of teaching methods 1) by source of information (verbal, visual, practical), 2) by nature of didactic purposes and solution of cognitive objectives (methods of oral presentation of material by the teacher, methods of material consolidation, methods of learners’ individual work devoted to new learning material acquisition, methods of training activity to apply the acquired knowledge, methods of testing and evaluating knowledge and skills), 3) by method of learning material acquisition (explanatory and illustrative, reproductive, case study, searching, research methods) (Rogova, 1991: 110;
Kossinskaya, 2013). It is essential for a qualified teacher to possess the above mentioned methods.

In recent years the focus of linguodidactics on the activation of learners’ cognitive activity and the increase of their independence has led to the proliferation of those teaching methods which are characterized by combining the features of several methods. These are such methods as methods of encouragement and motivation to study, methods of organization and implementation of cognitive activity, methods of control and self-control of learning and cognitive activity efficiency (Pujman, 2002). Such combined methods better meet new requirements for learning outcomes as well as they are fully consistent with the younger generation’s mentality formed under the influence of current conditions in Russia. Furthermore, it is necessary to use specific teaching methods which have appeared in the sphere of foreign language teaching.

Job-oriented training of engineering students in the sphere of foreign languages requires those educational models that should be above all characterized by the logically clear and methodologically transparent linguistic explanatory potential as well as well-focused on the development of communicative competence which enables learners to make use of the received linguistic and cultural knowledge in their future professional activity in the field of advanced engineering on a high international level.

The vocabulary of a foreign language under study is an important target of such modeling. We consider rich professionally relevant vocabulary to constitute a significant part of foreign language communication skills. The knowledge of basic grammar constructions and professional terminology belonging to the sphere of technical concepts is an important prerequisite for the successful development of communicative competence.

Given cognitive specifics and communicative competence of engineering students, the method of lexico-grammatical mapping and the section including system and structure algorithms, efficient didactic supports and diagrams has been developed. At the same time, the development level of the main communication skills should be regularly monitored in the paradigm of the methodological compression (Moreira & Moreira, 2011; Bgantseva et al., 2017; Bgantseva, 2012).

Lexico-grammatical mapping. Lexico-grammatical maps with different compression degrees of the active learning material serve as a construct of a foreign language educational paradigm based on methodological compression. These maps allow the teacher to regulate the main aspects of foreign language activity – how to directly (speaking and listening comprehension) and indirectly (reading and writing) communicate in a foreign language.

For example, an indicative lexico-grammatical map of the module “Metals and Alloys” can be presented in four sections: I – metals as a basis of the development of civilization; II – characteristics and classifications of metals 1) physical and mechanical properties 2) ferrous and non-ferrous metals; III – alloys; IV – metalloids. Each section includes those active lexico-grammatical constructions which provide for dialogical and monological interaction in a foreign language.

**Figure 1. Lexico-grammatical map “Metals and Alloys”**

1. **Metal is a basis of civilization**
   - to be impossible
   - to imagine life
   - is/ are based on
   - discovery and shaping of the metals
   - the significant event of the period
II. What is metal?

a) physical and mechanical properties of Metals and Alloys

- Lomonosov’s definition
- a good conductor of heat and electricity
- to hold true
- the ability for
- plastic deformation
- a chemical element
- can be forged
- to be hard, heavy, lustrous, malleable, ductile, tenacious

b) Metals

ferrous
- Iron
- gold, silver, copper, lead, nickel,
- titanium, tungsten, aluminium,
- molybdenum, cobalt, tantalum

non-ferrous
- aluminium, magnesium etc.
- copper, lead etc.
- gold, silver, platinum etc.

- have/ has been defined as
- are divided into

III. Alloys

- not pure metals
- a mixture with metallic properties
- composed of
- to depend on
- are called
- to possess
- a quality

IV. Metalloid

- a small group of chemical elements
- including
- carbon, silicon, phosphorus, sulphur and others
- to behave as metals or non-metals
- under various conditions

Learning of lexical units and grammar constructions by means of semantic maps involves a number of stages aimed at developing communication skills: 1) grouping lexical units by a certain thematic aspect; 2) analytical operations of memorizing with the help of relevant tasks using lexico-grammatical mapping; 3) cognitive comprehension of lexical unit meanings in the context of a phrase; 4) strengthening of analysis and thinking processes and enabling correlation of auditory and graphical images of words and visual images of the objects they denote via visualization, i.e. determining not only the meaning but also the function of a word by means of semantic maps which allow to realize associative bonds of lexical units between each other and with the situation.

The development of communicative competence of engineering students based on the method of lexico-grammatical mapping involves the following stages:
1. Distinguishing and recording communicatively relevant lexical units and most frequently used grammar constructions. It is at this stage that lexical units and grammar constructions are grouped by a certain thematic aspect, belonging to professional terminology and frequency of use. Section content is created on the basis of job-oriented texts or on the existing experience and expertise of students (using a dictionary, if necessary).

2. Practicing communicatively relevant lexical units and most frequently used grammar constructions. Professionally relevant lexical units and grammar constructions are extensively practiced in speech by means of simulation and definition exercises, substitution drills.

3. Independent meaningful use of communicatively relevant lexical units and most frequently used grammar constructions in speech. This stage of lexico-grammatical mapping involves: strengthening and improving vocabulary skills connected with conscious identification and independent naming of objects associated with each other; training the operation of calling up a word from memory, the skill of combining meanings and forming word networks and collocations.

Thus, a map is a diagram / speech pattern / visual support for students and contains a topic-based worksheet which includes essential lexical units and grammar constructions.

Algorithmic method. Since learning the universal ways of using unknown material is becoming an integral part of foreign language education, the method of algorithmic development, or algorithmic method, is of paramount importance as it represents a well-structured visual chart. This method implements another significant construct of the foreign language educational paradigm based on methodological compression (Semyenov, 2006).

Educational psychology defines ‘algorithm’ as an instruction or prescription which operations and in which succession are to be performed to solve any problem from a variety of similar problems. The main characteristics of algorithms are their determinacy, mass character and resulting quality (Lyapunov. & Shestopal, 1957). When used, algorithms are guided by the following principles: relevance, usefulness, simplicity and resulting quality (Brushlinskij, 1983; Zueva, 2008; Lyapunov & Shestopal, 1957).

The efficiency of using algorithms is largely determined by their simplicity and availability, similarity degree of all ways of model description in a basic chain: rule – algorithm – flow-chart for oral discussion – graphic recording of mental efforts when motivated.

Thus, algorithmic method requires certainty and structure of activities, unambiguity of prescribed operations eliminating a chance in the choice of actions and is displayed in the form of a chart – graphical representation of an algorithm.

For example, Figure 2 shows the algorithm of appropriate use of a foreign language term.

**Figure 2. Algorithm of work with a foreign language term**

In a foreign language text, if I come across an unknown term I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I. analyze the reason of incomprehension and ask myself, “What shall I do to understand this term?”</th>
<th>II. plan the action that will allow to achieve a positive result in the activity devoted to the term understanding.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

The use of such algorithms contributes to the attainment of several goals. Apart from effective learning of terminology, this course of action helps to develop the habit of analyzing foreign language lexical units mindfully which leads to their long term memory retention and teaches students to avoid mechanical reference to a dictionary or electronic translator.

The algorithmic method can also be used to learn complicated grammar constructions. For example, the theoretical material of the module “Time clauses” can be presented in the form of the following visual support – a flow chart (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Flow chart for the module “Time clauses”

```
Ist es eine Frage?
Ja           WANN - WENN - ALS
WANN

Nein  Ist es vergangen?
Ja   nein  WENN

Wie oft ist es passiert?

Mehrmals  Wenn  einmal  Als
```
The visual supports, given as an illustrative example, prove an algorithm to be a guideline to develop skills and create concepts. This method helps to systemize and structure students’ mental activity as well as gives a sense of purpose and ensures transparency of the learning process.

Algorithmic method in teaching involves three stages. During the preparatory phase, the skills on which the algorithm is based are updated and a new skill is developed. Learners prepare to carry out basic algorithmic operations. The main stage involves the analysis of rules followed by schematic notes of algorithm which facilitate its understanding and learning. As a result of joint step-by-step activities using a flow chart and mandatory detailed commenting specific examples are studied and drills are performed.

The level of independence while using the flow chart increases with each drill performed. Gradually, learners stop using the algorithm directly which shows that they have entered the final stage – the stage of operations compression. Some operations are carried out simultaneously, others instinctively without straining their memory. Abbreviated comments and examples help timely curtail the algorithm which indicates that the skill has been automated.

This method could be efficiently implemented to develop vocabulary skills in order to ensure informed understanding of an unknown word or term, to build grammar skills, that is to work at certain grammar sections, to develop reading skills where the above mentioned method could be used to ensure complete text understanding.

5. Discussion

Communication training at a technical university can be improved by utilizing the paradigm of methodological compression put into practice by lexicogrammatical mapping, training algorithms and other efficient didactic supports which are used to present the material in a compressed form.

It is necessary to point out that in foreign language communication teaching the supports, which are considered to be guidelines for speech activity limiting the search zone, promoting thinking and reducing ambiguity and, therefore, speech inaccuracy, serve as verbal guidelines encouraging learners to concentrate their attention on essential lexical units and grammar construction for each thematic cluster.

The function of supports is to transmit certain information in a more or less compressed form. The degree of compression of the general or job-oriented information displayed in a chart depends on the psychotypological characteristics of learners, their cognitive and communicative capabilities.

More advanced learners are provided with supports marked by a maximum degree of compression of lexicogrammatical material where the essential foreign language information is either encoded or graphically represented and serves as an incentive for reflection. The aim of such supports is to manage associations evoked by the information introduced. Meanwhile, less advanced learners are provided with supports marked by a slight degree of compression, i.e. more detailed and containing vocabulary and grammar units sufficient to dwell on the topic.

To determine the content of job-oriented foreign language training it is necessary to perform a thorough selection of the learning material in terms of vocabulary and grammar and carry out its methodological compression. This will ensure students to learn the essential material efficiently, with a sense of purpose and at an adequate level of difficulty. In productive speech activity, utterance patterns are presented in the form of lexicogrammatical maps and efficient supports, in receptive speech activity, charts and algorithms are provided.
Naturally, the participants of foreign language communication involving didactic supports have different level of language proficiency. However, due to visual supports in the form of conceptual models learners become equally competent in the process of receiving, processing and applying job-oriented foreign language information. On the contrary, communicative competence development without any visual supports can become an unattainable goal.

It should be emphasized that this new learning technology, developed in agreement with the theory of job-oriented foreign language communication training of engineering students, is based on the learner-centered cognitive and systemizing methodological compression. This technology is certain not only to ensure high efficiency of all its components individually but also to facilitate potentiation of these effects.

6. Conclusions

This paper has illustrated a methodological framework for developing job-oriented foreign language communicative competence of engineering students based on the learner-centered cognitive and systemizing methodological compression.

The concept of methodological compression has been defined as an efficient means of intensified training achieved by compiling several methods, techniques and forms of activity while employing various sensory channels as well as taking into account individual psychotypological characteristics of learners within a certain time and didactic period.

It has been established that foreign language communicative competence of engineering students is built and developed most effectively if the structure and content of the learning process is integrated with such methods as lexico-grammatical mapping, algorithmic method, efficient didactic supports and charts.

The constructs of foreign language educational paradigm based on methodological compression have been developed and their main characteristics and stages in the process of foreign language communication teaching in a technical university have been identified. Lexico-grammatical maps serve as a way to visualize active learning material, they comprise a set of illustrative and schematic supports to efficiently learn and use in communication lexical units and grammar structures. An algorithm has been defined as a well-structured visual chart of sequential steps used to achieve certain communicative aims among a variety of similar problems.
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